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Abstract
This report introduces a new rigorous notation called Real-time Interactions that can be
used to model the interactions between a system and its environment. The concept of Real-
Time Interactions (RTIs) is introduced, and the Conversation Constraint Language (CCL),
an abstract notation that is used to record the interactions that occur in a system and
between the system and its environment in a way based on natural language. An Appendix
gives details of a set of macros that can be used to translate the CCL constructs into
Real-time Logic (RTL). The use of the new notations with the RTT notations previously
developed in the DCSC is illustrated using two case studies, a Railway Crossing and a
Cashpoint Transaction. An initial partial abstract syntax of RTIs, and details of the RTI
representations of the two case studies are also included as Appendices.
1 Introduction
This report forms the deliverable for Activity I.35 which was to create a formal model to
show the interactions between a system and its environment. The Real-Time Transaction
(RTT) notations [Hen00] and [Hav97], previously developed in the DCSC, enable the timing
constraints and functionality of individual computations within systems and sub-systems to
be recorded and analysed. The RTT notations cannot, however, capture the interactions
with other systems, sub-systems, or with the environment of the system that is being spec-
i¯ed. This is because a RTT, when it is triggered, reads its inputs and computes and sends
its outputs, and then dies. Real-Time Interactions (RTIs) have been developed to ¯ll the
gap and can be used to specify the ordering of messages (interactions) within the system,
and between the system and its environment. These messages include the external trigger
to the system and the outputs from the RTTs, which may form the triggers to other RTTs
in the system, or the ¯nal output to the environment. It was a requirement that the interac-
tions could be speci¯ed in a natural language like manner, but with an underlying rigorous
semantics, so that the timing behaviour of the system could be rigorously analysed.
Section 2 introduces the RTI notations including the Conversation Constraint Language
(CCL), an abstract notation that can be used to specify the interactions that occur between
the system and its environment. A set of macros have then been developed that translate
the CCL constructs into Real-time Logic (RTL) [JM86] and [JMS88], so that a rigorous
analysis of the timing constraints of the system can then be carried out. Details of the
CCL and macros are shown in Appendix B. The CCL is used to construct constraints,
called Conversation Constraints (CCs), that specify the timing constraints in a system,
such as the ordering of messages, the deadlines on outputs, and jitter on inputs and outputs.
Section 3 considers the relationship between CCs and RTTs, and it will be shown that the
timing constraints speci¯ed in the description of a RTT can be represented using a CC. In
Section 4 we introduce two case studies, a simple Railway Level Crossing and a Cashpoint
Transaction, that are used to demonstrate the use of RTIs to specify the requirements
for a system. RTI descriptions for these examples are contained in Appendices C and D
respectively. Section 5 looks at future work that is required, and Section 6 contains our
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conclusions. Finally Appendix A contains an initial partial abstract syntax for the RTI
notations.
2 Real-time Interactions (RTIs)
RTIs have been developed to be used with the RTT notations previously developed in the
DCSC to produce a model of a system that can be analysed in a rigorous way. RTTs are able
to capture timing information and specify the functionality of single computations within
systems and sub-systems, that can execute and produce their output(s) once they have been
triggered. They are not, however, able to specify the interactions with the environment of the
system being modeled, and between themselves. The RTI notations can be used to specify
these interactions, in an abstract manner, but under-pinned with a rigorous semantics.
A RTI, is used to specify constraints on the data °ows in a system, and between the system
and its environment. It has a number of component parts as follows:
Participants: the components, or sub-systems, from which the system is comprised, and
the environment of the system. RTTs can be used to specify the operations and
computations within the participants in a RTI, and the new notations can specify the
interactions between those participants;
Messages: the messages, or interactions, that take place between the participants in a
system. The name and type of each message and its originator and recipients are
shown in the RTI description. Each message has a single originator, but can have
multiple recipients. The messages that act as triggers to the RTTs in the system that
is being modeled are highlighted in bold;
Network: the network of a RTI is described using a directed graph, and shows the par-
ticipants in the RTI, the communications links between them, the direction of those
links. Each of the participants is shown as a node in the graph, with the links shown
as directed arcs (arrows) with the message names alongside them. The message types
can also be shown in the graph, if required;
RTTs: the Real-Time Transactions that occur in the system that is being modeled. The
descriptions of the RTTs in the system form part of the RTI and can be included in the
RTI description. The RTT descriptions can, however, be big, and in the examples are
therefore shown in separate sub-tables from the RTI description. In the description
of the RTI the names of the RTTs are quoted with details of the sub-tables that
contain their descriptions, and a note of which participants the RTTs reside in. It
is recommended that the existing RTT notations be extended to include a section
containing the conversation constraints using the CCL. The CCs of the RTTs can be
derived from their descriptions, but this may not be easy for complex RTTs, and it is
felt to be bene¯cial to state the CCs explicitly in the new section; and
Conversation Constraints: constraints on the messages between the participants. For
example conversation constraints can be used to specify:
• end to end deadlines for operations in the system. For instance the deadline for
the output from a system. The deadlines for individual computations speci¯ed
by the RTTs are included in the RTT descriptions, but individual RTTs cannot
specify end to end deadlines across a system, where the computation is split over
a number of RTTs: these deadlines can be recorded as conversation constraints
in the RTI description;
• the ordering of messages in the system, and thus the ordering of the RTTs. This
ordering is only speci¯ed where strictly necessary, so that no ordering is implied
where operations can be executed concurrently, or in a non-deterministic order.
The details of a RTI are recorded in a tabular manner with separate sections for each of
the above components, and a simple example is shown in Table 1. The example can be
explained as follows:
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Simple RTI
Participants {P1, P2, P3}
Messages Name/Type Originator Recipient
m1:T1 P1 P2
m2:T2 P2 P1
m3:T3 P1 P3
Network Graph
m1:T1
m2:T2P1
P2
P3
m3:T3
RTTs Name Description
trig in P1 - see sub-table.....
calc in P2 - see sub-table 1
reqStore in P1 - see sub-table.....
store in P3 - see sub-table.....
Conversation Constraints m1 leads to m3 by ± ∧
m1 leads to m2∧
m2 leads to m3
Table 1: A Simple RTI
1. the RTI has three participants: P1, P2 and P3 (normally an extra participant would
be shown: the IDA that provides the trigger to the trig RTT in participant P1. In
this case it has been assumed that this is a periodic trigger from a clock and it has
been omitted from the RTI description);
2. there are three messages (interactions) between the participants: m1 of type T1 which
is sent by P1 to P2, m2 of type T2 which is sent from P2 to P1 and m3 of type T3
which is sent from P1 to P3. The trigger for each of the RTTs is highlighted in bold;
3. the network graph shows the links between the participants (nodes), with the message
names and types alongside the links;
4. the descriptions of the RTTs, which are part of the RTI, specify a number of CCs for
the system. The RTT descriptions therefore form part of the description of the RTI,
but, rather than include the full details in the description of the RTI, we show the
names of the RTTs, the names of the participants in which they reside and references
to sub-tables where the RTT descriptions are given;
• trig, which is triggered periodically by a clock, in P1 which sends m1 to P2;
• calc in P2, which is triggered by m1 and calculates and outputs m2 (as an example,
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a description of this RTT is shown in Table 2, and is explained below);
• reqStore in P1, which sends m3 to P3, when it receives m2; and
• store in P3, which stores m3;
5. the conversation constraints that cannot be derived directly from the RTT descriptions
are included in the RTI. In this case there are three:
• there is a deadline that states that m3 must occur within ± of m1.
• the other two CCs specify the ordering of the messages in the system, and thereby
the ordering of the RTTs. In this case m1 precedes m2, which precedes m3. This
means that the ordering of the RTTs is trig, followed by calc, followed by reqStore
and ¯nally store.
Calc calc
Inputs m1:T1 Sporadic trigger Scms p3
and data input
Outputs m2:T2 Data output d [l ; u] p4
Variables
Functionality
 
 


  
  


  
  
  
  




 
 
 



calc
calculate
S cms d[l,u]
m1
m2
m1 m2
functions
sort T1 → T2
sort(tosort) == ....
operations
calculate(m1)m2
pre true
post m2 = sort(m1)
Conversation is sporadic(m1;Scms)∧
Constraints m1 leads to m2 by u
Guard true
Table 2: Sub-table 1 - The calcRTT
A description of the calc RTT from the above example RTI is shown in Table 2, and is
explained as follows:
1. the RTT is triggered sporadically by m1, which also contains the data that is to be
sorted (the timing constraint of the triggering message is shown as Scms, where S
stands for sporadic - a P would indicate a periodic trigger - and cms is the minimum
interarrival time of the message);
2. its output is m2, the sorted data, and the RTI description shows us that this is sent
to P1 (where it may act as a sporadic trigger to the reqStore RTT);
3. the functionality is described using a transaction graph (TG) to show the ordering of
computations. In this case the TG contains a single node in which a computation is
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carried out, but there can be a number of nodes in the TG, and the ordering is shown
by the directed arcs. The initial node of a computation is the target of an arc with no
source. The computation carried out in the node is expressed using VDM [ISO96] in
this example, but rigorous natural language, or another formal notation, can be used;
4. the description contains the name of the RTT type Calc, and the message (input and
output) names quoted above (and shown in the description of the functionality of the
RTT) are the message names within the RTT type. This RTT type could be used in a
number of di®erent places in an implementation and in this case the RTT instance is
called calc, and the local names of the inputs and outputs, p3 and p4, are also shown
in the description;
5. the CCs of this RTT are is sporadic(m1;Scms) ∧ m1 leads to m2 by u, which specify
that the RTT is triggered sporadically every cms by m1 and that its output, m2, is
made within a deadline of u from the receipt of its trigger.
CCs are expressed using Real-Time Logic (RTL), but we have developed a Conversation
Constraint Language (CCL) to enable the CCs for a system to be speci¯ed in a more
abstract way, based on natural language.
In order to develop a RTI description of a system we consider the architecture of the system
in terms of the components, or sub-systems, (the participants) from which it is comprised,
and the data °ows, or messages, that pass between the participants. The computations
that take place in the participants can then be identi¯ed, linking outputs to the inputs that
caused them within the participants. RTTs are used to specify these computations and the
timing constraints associated with them. The CCs associated with the computations are
shown implicitly in the RTT descriptions previously developed in the DCSC [Hen00], but it
is recommended that these notations be extended to include a section where these CCs are
speci¯ed explicitly. This is not so important in a simple example, such as the one shown
above, but it would be more di±cult to derive all of the CCs from a complex RTT. The
ordering of messages between the RTTs, and therefore the ordering of the RTTs themselves,
is speci¯ed by the CCs in the RTI description. Any other timing constraints that cannot
be speci¯ed by single RTTs, such as end to end deadlines in the system that encompass a
number of RTTs, would also be speci¯ed there. Section 2.1 and Appendix B describes CCs
and the CCL in more detail, Section 3 shows a further example of an RTI and an associated
RTT to show how the notations can be used together to specify the functionality and timing
constraints of a system.
2.1 Conversation Constraints and the Conversation Constraint Lan-
guage (CCL)
The CCs of a RTI describe the ordering of messages, or data °ows, in a system and timing
constraints such as deadlines on outputs and windows for reading and writing data. First
we look at the concrete syntax of CCs in Section 2.1.1 and then some examples are given in
Section 2.1.2.
2.1.1 The Concrete Syntax of Conversation Constraints
This section contains an (incomplete) concrete syntax of the CCL. It is incomplete, because
we have not included the syntax for all of the variants of the expressions. In particular
the syntax of the value based variants1 in Appendix B.5 are not included, but these are
essentially the same as the non value based variants - with (message, dataValue) replacing
message.
basic constraint: whenever | leads to | is preceded by
1The value based variants refer to the CCs that specify the particular values of the messages, for example
((m1, val1) leads to (m2, val2)
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message: name
message list:message | message,message
dataValue: name
value: nat | real
time: nat
number: nat
period: (message, time)
guard phrase: message = value | dataValue = value
guard expression: guard phrase |guard phrase,guard phrase
window: [time,time]
periodic constraint: is periodic(period) |miat(period)
untimed constraint: message basic constraint message list
o®set constraint: is offset(message, message, time)
timed constraint: message leads to message by time |
message leads to message no sooner than time |
message is preceded by message at least time |
message is preceded by message at most time |
after time message leads to message |
until time message leads to message |
no more than number message in time |
more than number message in time |
cob: COB(message,time,time)
guard: message leads to message guarded by G(guard expression) |
message leads to message by time guarded by G(guard expression)
jitter constraint: jitter (message,message,time,time,time)
window constraint: message occurs between window from message
conversation constraint: periodic constraint |untimed constraint |
o®set constraint |cob |guard |
jitter |window constraint
2.1.2 Some Example Conversation Constraints
Examples of CCs are as follows
• m1 leads to m2. This translates, in RTL, to
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ′ ≥ t (1)
This CC, as it implies, speci¯es that an occurrence of messagem1 leads to an occurrence
of message m2, for example that an output of a RTT occurs after the RTT has been
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triggered. The constraint can be strengthened, using the always key word in which
case the second message always occurs after the ¯rst and the occurrence numbers of
the messages would be the same. A stronger constraint is also available, using the
whenever macro, in which case the messages also occur (conceptually) at exactly the
same instant in time. For example to specify that an input for a computation is read
at the instance that it is triggered.
In certain circumstances it may be inappropriate to use the leads to construct when
specifying a system at a low level of abstraction. This is because, for example, there
may be a delay between the receipt of a trigger to a computation and a system acting
on the trigger and reading its inputs. It may then be necessary use the leads to by
construct shown below to specify the timing constraint relating to the trigger. This
approach will, however, be problematical, because it is di±cult to specify such delays
(which may be due to a process being de-scheduled by the operating system).
• m1 leads to m2 by ±, which expands to
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′)∧t ≤ t ′ ≤ t+± (2)
and states that message m1 must lead to message m2 within a deadline of ± from m1.
This can be used to specify that an output must be made within a speci¯c deadline
from a RTT being triggered, for instance. It can also be strengthened, in a similar
way to the leads to macro above, by using the always keyword, in which case the
occurrence numbers of the messages would be identical.
A full description of the CCL and the macros is contained in Appendix B. The above
constraints describe the relationship between pairs of messages, for example the relationship
between an input and output in a RTT with any associated deadline, or the ordering of
two messages in a RTI. We call these constraints Basic CCs, and such Basic CCs can be
combined into Complex CCs (using conjunction) to describe the behaviour of an entire RTT,
or the entire system that is being modeled. We will also show in Section 3 that the timing
constraints of individual inputs and outputs, for instance, in a RTT are examples of Basic
CCs and those timing constraints can be combined into a Complex CC to represent the
timing behaviour of the entire RTT.
3 Conversation Constraints and Real-time Transactions
S E2
Sig
E1
T1 T1
T2
T3
T4
Figure 1: The Network for the Example RTI
In this section we look in more detail at the relationship between RTTs and CCs using
an example RTI. The network for the example is shown in Figure 1. This describes sub-
system S and its environment, which consists of E1 and E2 (both of which could be other
sub-systems in a larger system). We will describe a RTT (exRTT ) in sub-system S and
the CCs relating to it. E1 sends a trigger to S, via IDA Sig, using a message of type T1,
and also provides a message of type T2 as input to S. When triggered S reads the input of
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type T2 and produces two outputs, of types T3 and T4 to E2. This computation in S can
be described by a single RTT, exRTT, and the description of exRTT is shown in Table 3
(this is described as Sub-table 1, because the description forms part of the Example RTI in
Table 4), which includes the Transaction Graph (TG), but omits the Transaction Functional
Behaviour (TFB) speci¯cation of its functionality. A brief description of the RTT follows:
1. the RTT is triggered by a periodic trigger of type T1 (a dataless trigger from a clock),
every Pms;
Example exRTT
Inputs m1:T1 Periodic trigger PPms p1
m2:T2 Input1 J [o; x ; y ] p2
Outputs m3:T3 Output1 d [l ; u] p3
m4:T4 Output2 w [w1;w2] p4
Variables
Functionality
[l, u]
[w , w ]1 2
example
J[x , y ]
T2
T1
T3
T4
 
   
   
   



  
  
  
  




P  Pms
calc2
calc1
c1
c1
m1
m2
m3
m4
m2 m3
m4
Descriptions of the operations calc1 and calc2
would go here
Conversation is periodic(m1; p)∧
Constraints m1 always leads to m2∧
jitter(m2;m1; o; x ; y)∧
m1 always leads to m3 by u∧
m1 leads to m3 no sooner than l∧
m4 occurs between w1;w2 from an m1
Guard true
Table 3: Sub-table 1 - The Example RTT
2. there is one other input, of data type T2. This is subject to jitter of [o; x ; y ] (where
x and y are positive and negative values around an ideal time for the input relative
to the trigger to the RTT, and o is the ideal time for the input after the time of the
trigger, m1). An alternative representation of jitter includes two additional optional
arguments before the o®set, the name of the message that is subject to jitter and the
name of the message that the jitter is measured relative to. When specifying jitter in
a RTT these optional arguments are normally omitted, because by default the jitter is
measured relative to the trigger to the RTT, and is speci¯ed next to the message that
is subject to jitter in the RTT description; and
3. there are two outputs, one of data type T3 which must be produced within a deadline
of u from its trigger. There is also a lower bound of l recorded against this output,
but l will normally be zero, unless we want to specify a maximum amount of jitter on
the output. In this case a lower bound would be included in the constraint and would
be the minimum time after the trigger to the transaction that the output should be
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produced. This constrains the jitter on the output to a maximum of u - l. The other
output is of data type T4 and must be written to the output port m4 (localised as p4
in this example) within the timing window [w1;w2] from a trigger to an instance of
the RTT. While upper and lower bounds are quoted for both windows and deadlines
there are a number of semantic di®erences between the two:
• if a deadline is quoted it must be met each time the RTT executes, so the output
must always be produced, provided the guard to the RTT evaluates to true. A
window can be used to specify a deadline on an optional output that is only pro-
duced when there is a choice of paths in a RTT, and the output is only produced
when a particular path is taken, but the output must meet the deadline if it is
produced.
• a window can also be used to ensure that a writer of a protocol is temporally kept
apart from the reader of the same protocol. This can be problematical because
the reader and writer would be in separate RTTs and may not be triggered by
the same clock (in such circumstances it may be preferable to include the clock
of the outputting RTT as an input to the inputting RTT. This clock can then be
used as the reference clock for the jitter in the inputting RTT). It would therefore
be preferable to use another mechanism to ensure they are kept apart, such as a
four slot or monitor implementation for the protocol;
• a deadline will always be relative to the trigger to the instance of the RTT that
produces the output. A window can however be relative to the trigger to a di®erent
instance of the RTT. For example it may be that a computation occasionally takes
longer than the period of the RTT to compute. If the window is being used to
keep the reader and writer of a protocol apart the output could be written in
a window relative to a later instance of the RTT. This would be ¯ne provided
that on average the output was produced in less time than the period of the
RTT, otherwise there would be an increasing queue of RTT instances waiting to
complete and produce their outputs.
CCs in a RTI model of a system describe the ordering of messages in the system (and
thereby the ordering of the RTTs) where necessary. They can also be used to specify any
timing constraints on those messages that cannot be speci¯ed by single RTTs, for example
end to end deadlines across a number of RTTs. The timing constraints and the ordering of
messages within S are recorded by the description of the RTT in S, and the conversation
constraints of this RTT. We refer to CCs that show the relationship and timing information
between two messages as Basic CCs and the description of a RTT contains details of a
number of such Basic CCs, for example that an output must be made within a speci¯c
deadline of the trigger to the RTT. These Basic CCs can be combined into a Complex CC
that describe the timing behaviour of the entire RTT. A complex CC is also used to describe
the timing behaviour of a RTI and is the conjunction of a number of Basic CCs.
The individual Basic CCs that comprise the Complex CC in the description of the example
RTT are:
• is periodic(m1; p);m1, the trigger for the RTT, is periodic with period Pms.
• m1 always leads to m2;m2 is always read after the RTT has been triggered.
• jitter(m2;m1; o; x ; y);m2 is read relative to m1, the trigger, but there is a jitter on the
input with negative bound x and positive bound y, and the perfect time for reading
m2 is o after the receipt of the trigger m1.
• m1 always leads to m3 by u; the output m3 has a deadline of u after the trigger. In this
case the output is always produced when the RTT is triggered.
• m1 always leads to m3 no sooner than l ; the output m3 is produced no sooner than l
after the trigger. In general the lower bound on the production of an output will be
zero (the output will be produced as soon as possible), but it may be necessary to
specify a maximum amount of jitter for the input, in which case a lower bound would
be quoted. If the lower bound is zero this CC can be omitted.
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Example RTI
Participants {E1, Sig, S, E2}
Messages Name/Type Originator Recipient
tr:T1 E1 Sig
m1:T1 Sig S
m2:T2 E1 S
m3:T3 S E2
m4:T4 S E2
Network Graph
S E2
Sig
E1
T1 T1
T2
T3
T4
RTTs Name Description
exRTT:Example In S - see sub-table 1a
Details of other RTTs omitted
Conversation Constraints m1 whenever tr∧
m1 leads m2∧
m2 leads to m3∧
m3 leads to m4∧
Table 4: An Example RTI
• m4 occurs between w1;w2 from an m1;m4 must be written between w1 and w2 from the
time of the trigger to an instance of the RTT. In this case the window is speci¯ed to
keep the reader and writer of the protocol apart and the output can occasionally take
longer than the period of the RTT to complete. The keyword an is therefore included
in the constraint to indicate that the output could be written in a window relative to
a later instance of the RTT. If the output is always produced during the period of the
RTT that is responsible for it, or the constraint is used to specify a deadline for an
output that may not occur each time the RTT is triggered the keyword an is omitted,
because the window will always be relative to the trigger to the instance of the RTT
that is making the output.
The description of the Example RTI is shown in Table 4. The conversation constraints in
this case only specify the ordering of the messages in the system, but constraints such as
end to end deadlines and the relative timing of outputs from more than one RTT can be
recorded by the CCs of a RTI (by specifying the a message output from one RTT precedes
the output of another for instance).
The participant, Sig, is the protocol by which exRTT is triggered. Table 4 does not contain
a full description of the CCs between the Participants in the RTI, because the behaviour
of Sig is not fully shown. The message tr relates to the stim that is sent to Sig to trigger
exRTT, which is itself triggered by reading m1 from Sig. The reason that tr and m1 are
separated in the model is that there could be a delay between tr being written to Sig and
exRTT reading m1.
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4 Case Studies
Two case studies are considered in this paper, a simple Level Crossing and part of a Cash-
point Transaction, to show how the RTT and RTI notations can be used together to specify
the requirements for a system.
4.1 The Level Crossing Case Study
A simple level crossing case study is used in this paper. A number of assumptions have been
made to simplify the model:
1. there is only one track;
2. the trains can only go in one direction;
3. there can only be one train approaching the crossing at any one time;
4. there is su±cient time for the gate to close, after a train has entered the sector, before
it enters the level crossing; and
5. there are no communications delays in the system.
It is possible, however, for a second train to enter the sector and approach the level crossing,
once the ¯rst train has left the crossing, but before the gates have been raised. Details of the
case study, including state machine representations of its components and a RTI description
of the model are shown in Appendix C.
4.2 A Cashpoint Transaction
The second case study involves part of a Cashpoint Transaction. The following assumptions
have been made to simplify the example:
1. the customer cannot cancel the transaction;
2. the only option that is considered is the withdraw cash option, the others such as
display balance are omitted; and
3. in order to restrict the size of the case study we only provide a RTI model for part of
the transaction.
Full details of this case study are contained in Appendix D.
5 Future Work
The initial work in this paper demonstrates the utility of the RTI and RTT notations in
specifying the functionality of two well known case studies, but the following future work is
recommended:
• we have only studied simpli¯ed versions of the case studies, and more complex examples
should be considered. It would also be useful to use the notations in case studies based
on real systems under development. This would help to show whether the existing CCL
can describe all of the interactions that occur in systems, or if further constructs need
to be added to the language to model other possible behaviours;
• the case studies do not contain examples of all of the timing constraints that can be
represented using the CCL. A more complex case study may enable other constructs
to be used;
• it would be useful to show how we can carry out rigorous analysis of the timing
constraints of a system, perhaps to show how the timing constraints at a higher level
of abstraction are met by the more detailed constraints speci¯ed at a lower level of
abstraction;
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• an initial partial abstract syntax of RTIs is contained in Appendix A. This needs to
be completed (it may also be appropriate to combine the separate abstract syntax of
RTTs with the abstract syntax for RTIs, because the two notations are used together
in a RTI description of a system) and a full formal description of the semantics of RTIs
also needs to be developed; and
• the issue of re¯nement needs to be looked at in detail. In particular how do we show
that a more detailed RTI, with its associated RTTs, meets the functionality and timing
constraints of a more abstract description.
6 Conclusion
This report has introduced the concept of RTIs which can be used to specify the interactions
between the participants (such as sub-systems and the environment) of a system. The RTI
notations can be used in an abstract way to specify those interactions, but with a rigorous
underlying semantics. We have shown that the timing constraints speci¯ed by a RTT can be
represented by a CC, and have used the RTI and RTT notations together to specify system
functionality and behaviour for two case studies, a Railway Level Crossing and a Cashpoint
Transaction. An initial outline abstract syntax for RTIs is given, and details of the new
abstract Conversation Constraint Language and the macros that are used to translate those
abstract constraints into RTL are provided. The RTI and RTT notations provide an abstract
high level means for the speci¯cation of real-time systems that can be subjected to rigorous
analysis, both in terms of the timing constraints and functionality (although such rigorous
analysis has not been carried out as part of this work). They can be used as part of a
rigorous development process and provide a basis for a detailed speci¯cation using a lower
level language such as the Activity Description Language (ADL) [PAH00], if required.
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A The Abstract Syntax of Real-time Interactions
types
1.0 SystemName = token;
2.0 MessageId = token;
3.0 Environment = token;
4.0 SubSystem = token;
5.0 IDA = token;
6.0 Val = token;
7.0 CCL = token;
8.0 RTT = token;
The token type is used to describe RTTs in this initial abstract syntax for RTIs, because
there is at present a separate abstract syntax of RTTs, which is not included here. It is
possible that a combined abstract syntax will be issued in due course, but for the moment
we need to bear in mind that we will need to add consistency requirements into the invariant
for a RTI relating to its RTT set.
9.0 DataType = Val -set;
A Datatype has a set of values
10.0 Participant = SubSystem | Environment | IDA;
A Participant in a RTI is either a sub-system of the system being modelled, the environment
(which could be another system in a larger system) or an IDA.
11.0 ConversationConstraint = CCL;
A Conversation Constraint is written using the Conversation Constraint Language. The
abstract syntax of this new language is beyond the scope of this paper.
12.0 Message : : id :MessageId
.1 originator : Participant
.2 recipients : Participant-set
.3 type :DataType
A Message has an Id, a Dataype, an originator and a set of recipients.
13.0 Link : : source : Participant
.1 target : Participant
.2 type :DataType
A Link connects two Participants, the source and the target, and has a Datatype.
14.0 DG : :nodes : Participant-set
.1 links : Link -set
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.2 inv mk-DG (nodes; links) 4
∀ l ∈ links · l :source ∈ nodes ∧
.3 l :target ∈ nodes ∧
.4 l :target 6= l :source;
The network, or Directed Graph (DG) for a RTI links the Participants. The source and
target nodes of the links must be in the set of Participants, and must not be the same node.
15.0 RTI : :name : SystemName
.1 participants : Participant-set
.2 network :DG
.3 messages :Message-set
.4 rtts : RTT -set
.5 constraints : ConversationConstraint-set
.6 inv mk-RTI (name; parts;net ;mess; rtts; cons) 4
(∀m ∈ mess ·messageOk (m; parts;net)) ∧
(∀n ∈ net :nodes · n ∈ parts)
A RTI has a name, and consists of a set of Participants, a network, a set of Messages, a
set of Message Structures, a set of RTTs and a set of Conversation Constraints (CCs). The
CCs are a set of constraints on the messages between the participants. All of the nodes
of the network must be Participants in the RTI, and all of the messages must be between
Participants. For the time being the token type is used to describe RTTs in this abstract
syntax, but we need to bear in mind that there is at present a separate abstract syntax
for RTTs. It is possible that a combined abstract syntax will be issued in the future, but
the invariant for a RTI will need to be extended to include consistency checks for its RTT-set.
functions
16.0 messageOk :Message × Participant-set×DG → B
.1 messageOk (m; parts;net) 4
.2 (m:originator ∈ parts ∧
.3 m:originator 6∈ m:recipients ∧
.4 (∀ r ∈ m:recipients · r ∈ parts ∧
.5 ∃ l ∈ net :links ·
.6 l :source = m:originator ∧
.7 l :target = r ∧
.8 l :type = m:type))
This function checks that the originator and recipients of a message are participants in the
RTI, and that all of the participants are linked to the originator.
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B The Conversation Constraint Language (CCL)
The Conversation Constraints (CCs) of a RTI are speci¯ed using Real-time Logic (RTL) [JM86] and
[JMS88]. The CCL has, however, been developed so that the CCs can be speci¯ed in a more abstract
manner, based on natural language. A set of macros are available to translate the constraints, speci¯ed
using the CCL, into RTL . This Appendix contains details of each of the macros.
B.1 The is periodic Macro
This macro can be used to specify the period of a periodic message. For example the period of the
trigger for a computation could be speci¯ed as is periodic(m1; p). This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t1; t2 : Time ·£(m1; i ; t1) ∧£(m1; i + 1; t2) ⇒ t2 = t1 + p (3)
B.2 The miat Macro
This macro can be used to specify the minimum interarrival time of a sporadic message. For example a
sporadic trigger for a computation could be speci¯ed as miat(m1; p). This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t1; t2 : Time ·£(m1; i ; t1) ∧£(m1; i + 1; t2) ⇒ t2 ≥ t1 + p (4)
B.3 The is o®set Macro
This macro can be used to specify a ¯xed o®set between two messages. It can only be used where both
messages are periodic. For example the o®set between the triggers for two operations could be speci¯ed
as is o®set(m1;m2; p). This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t1; t2 : Time ·£(m1; i ; t1) ∧£(m2; i ; t2) ⇒ t2 = t1 + p (5)
B.4 The whenever Macro
This macro can be used to specify that two messages occur at the same time. For example to specify
that when a RTT is triggered it immediately reads one of its inputs. It takes the form m1 whenever m2,
and is interpreted in RTL as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇔ £(m2; i ; t): (6)
In practice the speci¯er of a system may choose not to use this constraint at a low level of abstraction,
because there may be delays in the system, which mean that the two messages cannot occur at the
same moment in time (in which case the leads to by macro would be used - see Section B.6). It may be
decided to ignore communication delays in the speci¯cation of the system, however, and leave the actual
timing to the underlying hardware architecture.
B.5 The leads to Macro
This macro is used to specify constraints where one message leads to another, for instance when a RTT
is triggered it produces a subset of its outputs. The trigger is said to lead to each of the outputs. There
are a number of variants to express di®erent constraints as follows
1. m1 leads to m2. The basic leads to constraint which simply states that m2 occurs after
m1 has occurred. This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ′ ≥ t (7)
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2. A variant of leads to that is tied to speci¯c values of the messages is
(m1; v1) leads to (m2; v2), which can be used to state that a particular value of m1 leads
to a speci¯c value of m2. This is interpreted as
∀i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ∧ val(m1; i ; t) = v1 ⇒
∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ val(m2; j ; t ′) = v2 ∧ t ′ ≥ t
(8)
The val function used here returns the particular data value transmitted by the two
messages.
3. A further variant is tied to a speci¯c value of the ¯rst message, (m1; v1) leads to m2,
which can be used to state that a particular value of m1 leads to a message of type
m2. This is interpreted as
∀i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ∧ val(m1; i ; t) = v1 ⇒
∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ′ ≥ t
(9)
4. Another variant is tied to a speci¯c value of the second message, m1 leads to (m2; v2),
which can be used to state that a message of type m1 leads to a speci¯c value of m2.
This is interpreted as
∀i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒
∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ val(m2; j ; t ′) = v2 ∧ t ′ ≥ t
(10)
5. The ¯nal variant can be used where a single message leads to a number of other mes-
sages, which are speci¯ed in a comma separated list, for examplem1 leads to m2; m3; m4.
This constraint is interpreted as a number of individual constraints in RTL, and can
be used with any of the four variants listed above.
Any of the leads to variants can also be used with the always keyword, when a message of a particular
type always leads to a message of another type, in which case the occurrence numbers are the same, for
example m1 always leads to m2. This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ t ′ : Time ·£(m2; i ; t ′) ∧ t ′ ≥ t (11)
B.6 The leads to by Macro
This macro can be used to specify a deadline on an output, for example. For instance to specify that
message m2 occurs within ± of message m1. It can also be used if the speci¯er of the system wishes to
state such constraints as the maximum delay that can occur after a RTT is triggered, before it reads one
of its inputs. For example m1 leads to m2 by ±. This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ≤ t ′ ≤ t + ± (12)
If this macro is used to specify a maximum delay after a trigger that is allowed before a RTT starts
to execute, then it may be necessary to allow for the maximum delay, ±, when specifying the deadlines
for the outputs from the RTT. For example m1 leads to m2 by u-±. leads to by can be used with the
always keyword, in the same way as leads to above, when a particular message always leads to an
occurrence of another, in which case the occurrence numbers of the messages are the same, for example
m1 always leads to m2 by ±, which translates to
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ t ′ : Time ·£(m2; i ; t ′) ∧ t ≤ t ′ ≤ t + ± (13)
B.7 The leads to no sooner than Macro
This macro is similar to the leads to by macro above, except that it speci¯es a minimum delay after
the ¯rst message before the second can occur. For example m1 leads to m2 no sooner than ±. This is
interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ′ ≥ t + ± (14)
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B.8 The is preceded by Macro
This macro can be used to specify that a message precedes another. For example m1 is preceded by m2.
This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ′ < t (15)
B.9 The is preceded by at least Macro
This macro can be used to specify that a message precedes another, by at least a particular period of
time. For example m1 is preceded by m2 at least ±. This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ′ ≤ t-± (16)
B.10 The is preceded by at most Macro
This macro can be used to specify that a message precedes another, by at most a particular period of
time. For example m1 is preceded by m2 at most ±. This is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m2; j ; t ′) ∧ t ≥ t ′ ≥ t-± (17)
N.B. The macro in Section B.8 can use all the variants as leads to in Section B.5 above, and
the macros in Sections B.6, B.7, B.9 and B.10 can use the variants except from variant 5.
B.11 Specifying a Guard for a RTT
A RTT only executes if its guard, which is a predicate over the inputs and local state of the RTT, is true.
The default guard is true, when the RTT always executes when it is triggered. If a guard other than the
default is speci¯ed, then the outputs are only produced if the guard holds when the RTT is triggered,
and this can be speci¯ed by adding guarded by to the macros used to specify the timing constraints for
the outputs from the RTT. For example m1 leads to m2 by ± guarded by G(m1 = ®;m2 = ¯). This is
interpreted as
∀i :Occ; t1; t2 : Time ·G(m1 = ®;m2 = ¯) ⇒
∃ v1 : Type1; v2 : Type2 ·£(m1; i ; t1) ∧ val(m1; i ; t1) = ®∧
£(m2; i ; t2) ∧ val(m2; i ; t2) = ¯ ∧G(m1 = ®;m2 = ¯) ⇒
∃ t3 : Time ·£(m3; i ; t3) ∧ t1 ≤ t3 ≤ t1 + ±
(18)
In the equation above G(m1 = ®;m2 = ¯) represents the guard, which is a predicate over the two inputs
(in general it could be any predicate not just a test for equality), provided by m1 and m2, and evaluates
to true provided that the inputs m1 and m2 are equal to ® and ¯ respectively. The val function returns
the actual values of the inputs, that is val(m1; i ; t1) = ® and val(m2; i ; t2) = ¯. The guard can contain
any number of inputs and variables in the predicate, and the RTL equivalent would then include the
additional inputs and use val to return the actual values of those inputs (or local state variables - the
local state variables are a special type of input to a RTT). m3 is only produced if the guard evaluates to
true.
B.12 Specifying Jitter
Jitter is speci¯ed as positive and negative bounds around the perfect time for the occurrence of a periodic
event. There are ¯ve parameters to the jitter macro:
• the name of the message that is subject to jitter;
• the name of the message that the jitter is measured relative to;
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• the o®set from the second message (the time of the perfect occurrence of the ¯rst
message is the time of the second message plus the o®set); and
• the negative and positive bounds of the jitter.
For example if an input (m1) to a periodic RTT was subject to jitter with negative bounds x and positive
bounds y, the name of the trigger to the RTT was m2, and the input was o®set by o from the trigger
then we would say jitter(m1;m2; o; x ; y). This would translate in RTL to:
∀i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ t ′ : Time ·£(m2; i ; t ′)∧
t ′ + o-x ≤ t ≤ t ′ + o + y (19)
The o®set can be zero if the perfect time for the event is at the same time as the trigger, in which case
the negative bound would also need to be zero if the jitter related to an input to a RTT, because the
input could not be read before the RTT was triggered. It is also possible (and may generally be the case)
that the positive and negative bounds are equal. In the case of a RTT the name of the second message
is optional, because by default jitter is measured relative to the trigger, so the name of the message is
only quoted if it is not the trigger to the RTT. In addition the default o®set value is zero, and the o®set
can therefore be omitted if it is not required to specify a non-zero value.
B.13 Windowed Inputs and Outputs
It is possible to specify a time window for the reading of an input to, or writing of an output from, a
RTT. The windows are normally speci¯ed relative to the trigger to the RTT, but in general it may not be
possible to reference the window to a speci¯c occurrence of the trigger. This is because the deadline for an
output can be greater than the period of the RTT, provided that on average the output is produced faster
than its period. In addition the deadline for an output can be greater than the minimum interarrival time
for a sporadic trigger to a RTT. There are therefore two macros that can be used to specify a window
for the input or output, occurs between w1;w2 from and occurs between w1;w2 from an. The ¯rst macro
is used where the deadline for the output is less than the period of the RTT, for example, in which case
the upper and lower bounds are linked to the trigger for the instance of the RTT that produced the
particular output. The second, more general macro, can be used when the deadline is greater than the
period of the RTT, in which case the window is relative to a trigger for one of the instances of the RTT.
An example of the second macro is m2 occurs between w1;w2 from an m1, which is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m2; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ j :Occ; t ′ : Time ·£(m1; j ; t ′) ∧ t ′ + w1 ≤ t ≤ t ′ + w2 (20)
Windows can be used for two purposes:
1. to ensure temporal separation of readers and writers of a protocol. In this case it
may be necessary to specify a window for an input relative to a clock other than the
one that provides the trigger to the RTT. This second clock would therefore need to
provide a periodic input to the RTT so that the window could be measured relative
to it.
2. to specify deadlines for outputs that are not made every time that the RTT is triggered.
For example if there is a choice of paths in a RTT, and an output is only produced
on one of the paths, a window would be used to specify the deadline. A deadline (see
leads to by above) is only used where the output is produced every time a RTT is
triggered. In the RTT notations a deadline is di®erentiated from a window - i.e. d[l,u]
is a deadline and w[l,u] is a window.
B.14 Consecutive Occurrence Bounds
It is possible to specify consecutive occurrence bounds between two messages of the same type, for
example if two instances of a message occur as part of separate instances of a sporadic RTT it may be
that there must be a minimum and maximum separation between the two instances of the messages. An
example is COB(m; y1; y2) which is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t1 : Time; t2 : Time ·£(m; i ; t1) ∧£(m; i + 1; t2) ⇒ y1 ≤ t2-t1 ≤ y2 (21)
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B.15 Other macros
B.15.1 The after leads to macro
This macro can be used to specify that a message leads to another message after a speci¯c amount
of time has elapsed from the start up time of the system. For example after t m1 leads to m2 which is
interpreted as
∀ t ′ : Time · t ′ > t ∧£(m1; i ; t ′) ⇒ ∃ t ′′ : Time; j :Occ ·£(m2; j ; t ′′) ∧ t ′′ > t ′ (22)
B.15.2 The until leads to macro
This macro can be used to specify that if a message occurs before a speci¯c amount of time has elapsed
after the start up of a system it leads to another message. For example until t m1 leads to m2 which is
interpreted as
∀ t ′ : Time · t ′ ≤ t ∧£(m1; i ; t ′) ⇒ ∃ t ′′ : Time; j :Occ ·£(m2; j ; t ′′) ∧ t ′′ ≥ t ′ (23)
B.15.3 The no more than x in p macro
This macro can be used to specify that no more than x messages of a particular type occur in time
period p. For example no more than x m1 in p which is interpreted as
∀ t : Time; l ; e :Occ · latest(m1; l ; t + p) ∧ earliest(m1; e; t) ⇒ l -e ≤ x (24)
where the signatures of earliest and latest are
earliest : Event ∗Occ ∗ Time → bool and
latest : Event ∗Occ ∗ Time → bool .
The RTL de¯nition of latest is
latest(m; l ; t) ≡ l = 0 ∨ ∃ t ′ : Time · t ′ < t∧£(m; l ; t ′)∧¬∃ t ′′ : Time ·£(m; l+1; t ′′)∧t ′ ≤ t ′′ ≤ t (25)
and the RTL de¯nition of earliest is similar.
B.15.4 The more than x in p macro
This macro can be used to specify that more than x messages of a particular type occur in time period
p. For example more than x m1 in p which is interpreted as
∀ t : Time; l : occ; e :Occ · latest(m1; l ; t + p) ∧ earliest(m1; e; t) ⇒ l -e > x (26)
The de¯nitions of latest and earliest are the same as in Section B.15.3 above.
B.15.5 The every leads to x occurrences of macro
This macro can be used to specify that a message of a particular type leads to x messages of another
type. For example every m1 leads to x occurrences of m2 which is interpreted as
∀ i :Occ; t : Time ·£(m1; i ; t) ⇒ ∃ t ′ : Time ·£(m2; x ∗ i ; t ′) ∧ t ′ ≥ t (27)
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C The Railway Level Crossing Case Study
This Appendix shows details of the Level Crossing case study. It is possible to produce a speci¯cation
of a system using state machines and use the state machines as macros to derive the CCL constraints,
but this may be problematic with complex systems because of the state explosion problem. State
machine representations of the components of the system are shown in Section C.1, and in Sections C.2
to Section C.5 we look at how to describe the system using the Real-Time Interactions (RTIs) and
Real-Time Transaction (RTT) notations. The following assumptions have been made to simplify the
system:
1. there is only one track;
2. the trains can only go in one direction;
3. there can only be one train approaching the crossing at any one time;
4. there is su±cient time for the gate to close, after a train has entered the sector, before
it enters the level crossing; and
5. there are no communications delays in the system.
It is possible, however, for a second train to enter the sector and approach the level crossing, once the
¯rst train has left the crossing, but before the gates have been raised. A diagram of the Level Crossing
System is shown in Figure 2.
Track Sector
Sensors
Figure 2: A Simplistic Railway Level Crossing
C.1 State Machine Representations of the Components of the Level Crossing
State machines for the components of the Level Crossing are shown in this and the following sections.
The state machines use a representation similar to that of Statemate. States are represented using
rectangles and are connected by labelled arcs. The labels on the arcs indicate the actions that take place
when a change of state occurs as follows:
1. actions that result in a change of state are shown ¯rst, for example the receipt of a
trainEnteringSector message in the level crossing controller state machine in Figure 4
results in a change of state from SectorEmpty to TrainApproachingCrossing;
2. actions that are taken by the source state of an arc when the change of state take place
are shown after a forward slash, for example /sectorFull occurs when leaving sector
and going to sectorFull in the abstract controller state machine in Figure 3; and
3. if both types of action occur when moving from one state to another then they are
separated by a forward slash, for example if the trainEnteringSector message resulted
in a change of state and the action sectorFull occurred when the same change of state
took place the appropriate arc would be labelled trainEnteringSector/sectorFull.
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One of the states is designated as the initial state and this is indicated by it being the target of a
transition with no source.
In an abstract view of the Level Crossing there is only one component, an abstract Controller that closes
the gate and records the presence of a train when a train enters the sector, and when the train leaves
the sector opens the gate and records that the sector is no longer full. A state machine for the abstract
controller is shown in Figure 3.
SectorFull
gatesClosed
/     sectorFull
gatesClosed
/sectorFull
trainLeavingCrossingtrainEnteringSector
SectorEmpty
Figure 3: State Machine for the Abstract Controller
This abstract controller state machine contains two states, the initial state, when the sector is empty,
which is left when a train enters the sector, the gates have been closed and the presence of a train has
been recorded. The other state is SectorFull, which is exited when the train has left the crossing and
the booleans sectorFull and gatesClosed have been updated to false.
A re¯ned view of the simple level crossing can be viewed as having three components, the controller,
the gates and the track. In addition there are two sensors on the track, the ¯rst of which senses when
the train enters the sector and the second which senses when the train is leaving the level crossing. The
system is modeled as follows:
1. when the train enters the sector the track sends a trainEnteringSector message to the
controller;
2. when the controller gets the trainEnteringSector message it sends a lowerGate message
to the gates;
3. the gates start to close when they receive the lowerGate message and send a gateDown
message to the controller when they have fully lowered;
4. when the controller has received the gateDown message it waits for the track sensor
to send a trainLeavingCrossing message and then it sends a raiseGate message to the
gates;
5. when the gates receive the raiseGate message they start to open and send a gateUp
message to the controller when they are fully raised; and
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6. if a second train enters the sector before the gates are fully open, the controller will
send a lowerGate message to the gates, which will immediately start to lower again.
C.1.1 The Controller State Machine
Crossing
trainLeavingCrossing
gateUp
trainEnteringSector
trainEnteringSector
gateDown
/lowerGate
/raiseGate
SectorEmpty
TrainApproaching
GateClosing
GateClosed CrossingEmpty
GateOpening
Figure 4: State Machine for the Level Crossing Controller
The controller state machine is shown in Figure 4 and contains six states, in four of which it is waiting for
messages from other components, and in the other two it initiates messages before taking the transition
to the next state.
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C.1.2 The Gate State Machine
The gate state machine is shown in Figure 5, and contains four states, in two of which it is waiting for
messages from other components, and in the other two it initiates normally messages itself, before moving
to the next state; although in the GateGoingUp state its actions can be interrupted by a lowerGate
message, in which case it returns to the GateGoingDown state.
lowerGate
raiseGate
lowerGate
/gateDown
/gateUp
GateOpen
GateGoingDown
GateClosed
GateGoingUp
Figure 5: State Machine for the Level Crossing Gates
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C.1.3 The Track State Machine
The track state machine consists of two states, in both of which the component is waiting for one of
its sensors to pick up a movement of the train, when messages are sent to the controller to initiate the
opening or closing of the gates.
Crossing
/trainEnteringSector/trainLeavingCrossing
CrossingEmpty
TrainApproaching
Figure 6: State Machine for the Track
This description of Track is not complete, if we consider the sensors to be separate components of the
system. In this case Track would contain additional states to model where it would be waiting for
messages from the sensors to say that a train had passed over them.
Sections C.2 and C.3 show how to use the RTI and Real-time Transaction (RTT) notations to model
the Level Crossing System at the high and more concrete levels of abstraction respectively.
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C.2 High Level (Abstract) View of the Level Crossing RTI
AbsControllerTrain
Abstract Level Crossing
Sig1
Sig2
stim1
stim2trainLeave
trainEnter
Figure 7: Interactions in the Abstract View of the Level Crossing System
At a high level of abstraction the Level Crossing System can be viewed as containing two RTTs in an
abstract controller, one which closes the gates after a train has entered the sector, and the other which
opens the gates after the train has exited the crossing. In this high level view the only messages are the
events of the train passing over the sensors when entering the sector and leaving the crossing, and the
triggers to the RTTs in the abstract controller. The operation of the gates is controlled by the abstract
controller. A possible high level RTI description of the system is shown in Table 5, and the Network is
shown in Figure 7.
An explanation of the tabular description of the RTI in Table 5 follows:
• There are four participants, Train , Sig1, Sig2, and AbsController.
• The four messages - trainEnter and trainLeave write the triggers for the RTTs to Sig1
and Sig2, and are the events of the Train entering and leaving the sector respectively,
and stim1 and stim2, which are the triggers from Sig1 and Sig2 to the RTTs in the
abstract controller.
In this model IDAs are used to record the state of the system, and the actions of recording the changes
of state are shown in the RTT descriptions.
The possibility of a second train entering the sector after the previous train has left the crossing, but
before the gates are fully open is not explicitly modeled in this RTI description. This is because, once
a RTT has been triggered, it must compute a set of its outputs and then terminate. The entry of the
second train would be required to interrupt the operation of the openGates RTT, and openGates would
need to have a holding input other than its trigger (this is not allowed in the RTT model). In order
to model this requirement a separate Gate Controller would be required as a participant in the system.
The closeGates RTT would then send a message to the Gate Controller to close the gates and would
then terminate. A RTT would also be needed to receive a reply from the Gate Controller when the gates
had closed to record the change in state of the system. The Gate Controller would require two RTTs,
one to receive the closeGates message, and start the motor to close the gates and the other to send the
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Abstract Level Crossing
Participants {Train, Sig1, Sig2, AbsController}
Messages Name/Type Originator Recipient
trainEnter Train Sig1
trainLeave Train Sig2
stim1:Stim Sig1 Controller
stim2:Stim Sig2 Controller
Network Graph
Train
Sig1
Sig2
Controller
trainLeave
stim1
stim2
trainEnter
RTTs Name Description
closeGates:CloseGates see sub-table 1
openGates:OpenGates see sub-table 2
Conversation Constraints stim1 whenever trainEnter∧
stim2 whenever trainLeave∧
trainLeave is preceded by trainEnter
Table 5: Tabular Representation of the High Level (Abstract) View of the Level Crossing
reply when they had closed. The openGates RTT would need to be re¯ned in a similar way, so that if
a request to close the gates was received when they were opening the direction of the motor could be
reversed to close them again.
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C.3 Real-time Transactions (RTTs) in the Level Crossing System (Abstract
View)
High level RTTs can be used to describe the functionality of the system in an abstract way and descrip-
tions of these abstract RTTs are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
CloseGates closeGates
Inputs stim1 : Stim Sporadic trigger SCGms p1
Outputs
Variables wo gatesClosed:B Boolean to record closure d[0; u1] ida1
of gates
wo sectorFull:B Boolean to record presence ida2
of train
Functionality
    
    
    
    
    
    






  
  


  
  


 
 
 
 




S CGms close
stim1
CloseGates
operations
close()
ext wo gatesClosed, sectorFull
pre true
post gatesClosed = true ∧ sectorFull = true
Conversation miat(stim1;CGms)∧
Constraints stim1 leads to gatesClosed by u1∧
stim1 leads to sectorFull
Guard true
Table 6: Sub-table 1 - Abstract Tabular Representation of the CloseGates RTT
The CloseGates RTT contains a single node which is entered when the train enters the sector. At this
level of abstraction the sensor is considered to be part of the Level Crossing system itself, and the entry
of a train into the sector causes a dataless stimulus to trigger the RTT. The single node, close, executes
the functionality of the abstract controller to records the presence of a train, by setting the boolean
sectorFull to true, close the gates and then set the boolean gatesClosed to true. There is no output from
this RTT, so the deadline on the closure of the gates is recorded as a deadline on the action of writing
to the gatesClosed variable (this is not ideal, but is done on the basis that the value of gatesClosed will
not be changed until after the gates have closed. In a real speci¯cation it may be that more detail would
be shown and in the RTT and the deadline for closing the gates could be recorded in a di®erent way).
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A more detailed representation may be considered, containing a number of nodes to model the actions
required to close the gates separately.
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OpenGates openGates
Inputs stim2 : Stim Sporadic trigger SOGms p2
Outputs
Variables wo gatesClosed:B Boolean to record closure d[0; u2] ida1
of gates
wo sectorFull:B Boolean to record presence ida2
of train
Functionality
    
    
    
    
    





    
 
 
 
 
 





S OGms open
stim2
OpenGates
operations
open()
ext wo gatesClosed, sectorFull
pre true
post gatesClosed = false ∧ sectorFull = false
Conversation miat(stim2;OGms)
Constraints stim2 leads to ¬ gatesClosed by u2∧
stim2 leads to ¬ sectorFull
Guard true
Table 7: Sub table 2 - Abstract Tabular Representation of the OpenGates RTT
The functionality of the abstract OpenGates RTT is also carried out in a single node. This RTT is
triggered by the train passing over the sensor on leaving the level crossing. It sets the boolean sectorFull
to false, starts the motor to raise the gates and also sets the boolean gatesClosed to false. There is
a deadline on the completion of the transaction, which is recorded as a deadline on the gatesClosed
variable. Again a more detailed model may be considered with the separate actions required to open the
gates being implemented in di®erent nodes.
The RTT model in this section cannot show the actions that would be required to stop the gates opening
and close them again if a second train entered the sector before the gates had fully opened. In order to
model this requirement a more detailed representation would be required as discussed in Section C.2.
In practice it is also likely that deadlines would be speci¯ed for the writing of system state to the local
state variable sectorFull in both RTTs.
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C.4 Re¯nement of the Level Crossing System RTI
The abstract RTI in Section C.2 can be re¯ned to describe the functionality of the Level Crossing system
in more detail, by ¯rst considering the sub-systems into which the system can be decomposed. Figure 8
shows a view of the components (sub-systems) in the Level Crossing system and indicates, using directed
arcs, the interactions between them.
Train
Controller
Level Crossing
Enter
Sensor
Leave
Sensor
Sig1
Sig2
Gate
trainEnter
trainLeave
stim3
stim4
gC
lM/rG
lM1
eM
Figure 8: Interactions between the Components of the Level Crossing System
In order to describe the Level Crossing System using a re¯nement of the RTI in Section C.2, we must
consider the components which comprise the system in a di®erent way from the state machines in
Section C.1, and also consider the interactions between those components and between the components
and their environment (the trains that enter and leave the sector). The only inputs that a RTT can
receive from holding ports are its trigger and dataless inputs from clocks which act as references for any
of its timing constraints. It is, therefore, not possible to describe the entire functionality of the Controller
as a single RTT, because it would need to wait at a holding port for a signal from Gate that the gates
had been closed, for instance.
The diagram in Figure 8 can be explained as follows:
1. there are seven participants in the level Crossing System, Train which represents the
trains, Sig1 and Sig2 which are the triggering IDAs for the system, the EnterSensor
and LeaveSensor which sense the trains entering and leaving the crossing and are
contained in the Track component of the system - for the purposes of this example
we will consider Track as a single component rather than considering the sensors
themselves as components), Controller and Gate;
2. the system interacts with the environment twice, when the train enters the sector and
when the train leaves the sector;
3. when the train enters the sector it passes over a sensor. This causes an environment
event (dataless stimulus) to trigger the sensor;
4. the Enter Sensor then sends a message to Controller that the train has entered the
sector;
5. Controller sends a message to Gate to close;
6. Gate sends a message to Controller when the gates have fully closed; and
7. a similar sequence of events is triggered when the train leaves the sector, by passing
over the Leave Sensor, to open the gates.
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The messages that can occur in the system are (in the RTI and RTT representations, and in Figure 8
above, the names of the messages have been abbreviated, and the shortened names are given in brackets
in the descriptions below, where appropriate)
1. trainEnter, the sensor sensing the train entering the sector;
2. the trainEnteringSector (eM ) message from Track to Controller;
3. the lowerGate (lM ) message from Controller to Gate;
4. the gateDown (gC ) message from Gate to Controller;
5. trainLeave, the train leaving the sector;
6. the trainLeavingCrossing (lM1)message from Track to Controller; and
7. the raiseGate (rG) message from Controller to Gate.
The messages are quali¯ed with the names of the component in which they are de¯ned in the RTI and
RTT descriptions, so the type Enter is shown as Track'Enter.
It is interesting to note that in the RTI model of the system it is not necessary for the Controller to wait
for gateUp a message from Gate. This is because, once the message has been sent to raise the gates, the
train has left the sector and it is possible for another train to enter the system and approach the crossing.
It could be argued that the state machine representation of the Level Crossing in Appendix C.1 should
be amended and the gateOpening state in Figure 4 and the gateGoingUp state in Figure 5 could both
be omitted. The state machines would then return to their initial states once the raiseGates message
had been sent and received respectively. This would, however, give a less clear representation of the
system after a train has left the crossing. For example is the Controller State Machine in an active
state, opening the gate, or an inactive state, waiting for a message to close the gates. In practice it
may be deemed desirable to include a gateUp message to Controller in the RTI model, to ensure that
the gates do open within a speci¯ed deadline of the train leaving the sector, provided that another train
does not enter the sector before they have fully opened. Another interesting point is that the events of
a train entering or leaving the sector are recorded as messages in the RTI representation of the crossing,
between the environment, a train, and the system, the level crossing.
The messages listed above between the components in the system are either environment events or are
initiated by RTTs. For example the event of a train entering the sector (environment event) acts as
a trigger to a RTT, executed by Track, to send a trainEnteringSector message to Controller. Further
details of the RTTs in the system are contained in Section C.5.
We would wish to record a number of conversation constraints about the interactions between the
components in the system, of which the following are examples (all communications are assumed to be
instantaneous, and the track sensors are assumed to sense the passage of a train immediately it reaches
them):
• the gates must close within u1 of the train entering the system. In practice this may
be decomposed into a number of separate constraints, that the trainEnteringSector
message is sent by Track within u3 seconds of the train entering the sector, that
the lowerGate message is sent to Gate within u4 seconds of Controller receiving the
trainEnteringSector message, and that the gates are lowered within u5 seconds of Gate
receiving the lowerGate message;
• the trainEnter message always occurs ¯rst, in a particular set of messages (by set
of messages we mean the interactions that are required to control the events caused
by a train passing through the sector). This is recorded as a constraint that states
trainLeave is preceded by trainEnter (the ordering of the other messages can be derived
from the RTT descriptions);
• that the gates open within u2 of the train leaving the sector. This deadline may also
be decomposed in practice in a similar way to item 1 above. It is not fully decomposed
in this model, because we do not have RTTs to describe the action of recording that
the gates have fully opened.
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A suggested RTI description of the Level Crossing is shown in Table 8.
Level Crossing
Participants {Train;Sig1;Sig2;Controller ;Gate;Track ;
Messages Name/Type Originator Recipient
trainEnter:Stim Train Sig1
stim3:Stim Sig1 Track
eM:Track’Enter Track Controller
lM:Controller’Lower Controller Gate
gC:Gate’Down Gate Controller
trainLeave:Stim Train Sig2
stim4:Stim Sig2 Track
lM1:Track’Leave Track Controller
rG:Controller’Raise Controller Gate
Network Graph
Train
Controller
Level Crossing
Enter
Sensor
Leave
Sensor
Sig1
Sig2
Gate
trainEnter
trainLeave
stim3
stim4
gC
lM/rG
lM1
eM
RTTs Name Description
enter In Track - see sub-table 3
lower In Controller - see sub-table 4
close In Gate - see sub-table 5
setClosed In Controller - see sub-table 6
leave In Track - see sub-table 7
raise In Controller - see sub-table 8
open In Gate - see sub-table 9
Conversation Constraints stim3 whenever trainEnter ∧ stim4 whenever trainLeave
stim3 always leads to gatesClosed by u1 ∧ stim4 always leads to
¬ gatesClosed by u2 ∧ eM is always preceded by stim3∧
lM is always preceded by eM ∧ gC is always preceded by lM∧
lM1 is always preceded by stim4 ∧ rG is always preceded by lM1∧
trainLeave is always preceded by trainEnter
Table 8: The Level Crossing RTI
It can be seen that the IDAs that trigger the actions in the system in the above Level Crossing RTI have
been included as participants (Sig1 and Sig2) and the initial triggers have been split into two, a message
to the IDA and a message to trigger the RTT.
C.5 RTTs in the Re¯ned Level Crossing System
There are seven RTTs included in the RTI representation of the Level Crossing system shown in Table 8.
These are
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1. enter, a localisation of EnterMessage, which sends a trainEnteringSector (eM) message
from Track to Controller when a trainEnter event occurs (the trainEnter event is
modeled as a sporadic dataless trigger - the act of sensing the passage of a train over
the sensor);
2. lower, a localisation of LowerMessage which sends a lowerGate (lM) message from
Controller to Gate on receipt of a trainEnteringSector message from Track;
3. close, a localisation of CloseGate, which sends a gateDown (gC) message from Gate
to Controller when the gates have closed in response to a lowerGate message from
Controller;
4. setClosed, a localisation of SetGatesClosed, which records that the gates have success-
fully closed;
5. leave, a localisation of LeaveMessage which sends a trainLeavingCrossing (lM1) mes-
sage from Track to Controller when a trainLeave event occurs;
6. raise, a localisation of RaiseMessage which sends a raiseGate (rG) message from Con-
troller to Gate on receipt of a trainLeavingCrossing message from Track; and
7. open, a localisation of openGates, which opens the gates and records that they are no
longer closed.
Details of these RTTs are shown in Sections C.5.1 to C.5.7.
N. B. It should be noted that the messages are given the same names in the originator and
recipient RTT descriptions, but can be distinguished in the system that is being modeled,
because they have different local names.
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C.5.1 The EnterMessage RTT
A possible RTT representation of the EnterMessage RTT is shown in Table 9. This RTT would be
implemented in the Track component of the system.
EnterMessage enter
Inputs stim3 : Stim Sporadic trigger SEms p1
Outputs eM : Track ′Enter trainEnteringSector message [0; u3] p3
to Controller
Variables
Functionality
    
    
    
    
    
    





 
trainApproaching [0, u ]3S Ems
stim3 eM
eM
EnterMessage
exports type Enter
functions
composeEnterMessage: → Enter
composeEnterMessage() == .....;
operations
trainApproaching()eM:Enter
pre true
post eM = composeEnterMessage();
Conversation Constraints miat(stim3;Ems)
stim3 always leads to eM by u3
Guard true
Table 9: Sub-table 3 - The EnterMessage RTT
The RTT is triggered as a result of trainEnter event (which causes the stim3 message to be sent, and
then sends a trainEnteringSector message, eM, to Controller within u3).
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C.5.2 The LowerMessage RTT
LowerMessage lower
Inputs eM : Track `Enter trainEnteringSector message SLms p4
from Track and sporadic trigger
Outputs lM : Controller ′Lower lowerGate message to Gate [0; u4] p5
Variables wo sectorFull : B Boolean to represent the ida2
presence of a train
Functionality
   
   
   
   
   
   






 
 


 
 


[0, u ]S sendLowerLms 4
eM
eM lM
lM
LowerMessage
exports type Lower
imports from Track type Enter
functions
composeLowerMessage: → Lower
composeLowerMessage() == .....;
operations
sendLower(eM :Track`Enter)lM:Lower
ext wo sectorFull
pre true
post sectorFull = true ∧ lM = composeLowerMessage();
Conversation miat(eM ;Lms)∧
Constraints eM always leads to lM by u4∧
eM always leads to (sectorFull ; true)
Guard true
Table 10: Sub-table 4 - The LowerMessage RTT
A possible RTT representation of the LowerMessage RTT is shown in Table 10. This RTT would be
implemented in the Controller component of the system.
The RTT records the presence of a train by setting a boolean to true (this boolean would be implemented
as part of the underlying Controller component and is represented by an IDA in the localisation part of
the tabular description of the RTT), and sends a lowerMessage, lM, to Gate to initiate the closing of the
level crossing gates. There is a deadline of u4, for this message to be sent. In practice it is likely that
the RTT would also read the value of trackFull when it received the enterMessage from Track to ensure
that the previous train had left the sector, and raise an alarm if this was not the case (or perhaps there
would be a signal to stop the train). In this model it is assumed that a second train will not enter the
sector until the previous train has left.
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C.5.3 The CloseGate RTT
A possible RTT representation of the CloseGate RTT is shown in Table 11. This RTT would be
implemented in the Gate component of the system.
CloseGate close
Inputs lM : Controller `Lower lowerGate message from SCms p6
Controller and sporadic trigger
Outputs gC :Gate ′Down gateDown message to Controller [0; u5] p7
Variables
Functionality
   
   
   
   
   





  
S lowerGates [0, u ]Cms 5
lM
lM gC
gC
Close
exports type Down
imports from Controller type Lower
functions
composeDownMessage: → Down
composeDownMessage() == .....;
operations
gatesClosed(lM :Controller`Lower)gC:Down
pre true
post gC = composeDownMessage();
Conversation miat(lM ;Cms)
Constraints lM always leads to gC by u5
Guard true
Table 11: Sub-table 5 - The CloseGate RTT
The RTT would start the motor to close the gates on receipt of a lowerGate message from Controller
and reply with a gateDown, gC, message when the gates have fully closed. This message must be sent
within the deadline of u5 from the RTT being triggered.
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C.5.4 The SetGatesClosed RTT
A possible RTT representation of the SetGatesClosed RTT is shown in Table 12. This RTT would be
implemented in the Controller component of the system.
SetGatesClosed setClosed
Inputs gC :Gate`Down gateDown message from SSms p8
Gate and sporadic trigger
Outputs
Variables wo gatesClosed : B Boolean to record ida1
closure of gates
Functionality
    
    
    
    
    
    






  
  


 
 
 
 




S setClosedSms
gC
gC
SetGatesClosed
imports from Gate type Down
functions
operations
setClosed()
ext wo gatesClosed
pre true
post gatesClosed = true;
Conversation miat(gC ;Sms)
Constraints gC always leads to (gatesClosed ; true)
Guard true
Table 12: Sub-table 6 - The SetGatesClosed RTT
The functionality of this RTT is to set a boolean to record the fact that the gates have closed properly in
the Controller sub-system. An alternative model of the system could dispense with this RTT and simply
set gatesClosed to true in the CloseGate RTT after the gates have fully closed. It is felt, however, that
this functionality is more properly included in the Controller component of the system.
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C.5.5 The LeaveMessage RTT
A possible RTT representation of the leaveMessage RTT is shown in Table 13. This RTT would be
implemented in the Track component of the system.
LeaveMessage leave
Inputs stim4 : Stim Sporadic trigger SLEms p2
Outputs lM1 : Track ′Leave trainLeavingCrossing message [0; u6] p9
to Controller
Variables
Functionality
   
   
   
   
   





 
 


 
 


 
 


S [0, u ]6LEms trainLeaving
lM1
lM1stim4
LeaveMessage
exports type Leave
functions
composeLeaveMessage: → Leave
composeLeaveMessage() == .....;
operations
trainLeaving()lM1:Leave
pre true
post lM1 = composeLeaveMessage();
Conversation miat(stim4;LEms)
Constraints stim2 always leads to lM1 by u6
Guard true
Table 13: Sub-table 7 - The LeaveMessage RTT
The RTT is triggered by the train passing over the sensor which is placed just outside of the sector. The
trigger is received via port p2, as is the case in the abstract RTT in Section C.2. When the train has left
the sector the leaveMessage, lM1, is sent to Controller, so it can initiate the raising of the level crossing
gates. This message must be sent within u6ms of the RTT being triggered.
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C.5.6 The RaiseMessage RTT
This RTT would be implemented in the Controller component of the Level Crossing system, and a
possible tabular description of the RTT is shown in Table 14.
RaiseMessage raise
Inputs lM1 : Track `Leave trainLeavingSector message from SRms p10
track and sporadic trigger
Outputs rG : Controller ′Raise raiseGate message to Gate message [0; u7] p11
Variables wo sectorFull : B Boolean to record ida2
presence of train
Functionality
   
   
   
   
   





  
S [0, u ]7raiseGatesRms
lM1
lM1 rG
rG
RaiseMessage
exports type Raise
imports from Track type Leave
functions
composeRaiseMessage: → Raise
composeRaiseMessage() == .....;
operations
raiseGates(lM3:Track`Leave)rG:Raise
ext wo sectorFull
pre true
post rG = composeRaiseMessage() ∧ sectorFull = false
Conversation miat(lM1;Rms)
Constraints lM1 always leads to rG by u7∧
lM1 always leads to (sectorFull ; false)
Guard true
Table 14: Sub-table 8 - The raiseMessage RTT
The RTT is triggered by the receipt of the trainLeavingSector message from the Track component. It
then sends a message, rG, to the Gate component to raise the gates and sets the boolean sectorFull to
false to record that the train has left the sector. There is a deadline for the output of the message to
Track of u7ms.
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C.5.7 The OpenGate RTT
This RTT would be implemented in the Gate component and a possible tabular representation for the
RTT is shown in Table 15.
OpenGate open
Inputs rG : Controller `Raise raiseGate message from SOms p10
Controller and sporadic trigger
Outputs
Variables wo gatesClosed : B Boolean to record [0; u8] ida1
position of gates
Functionality
   
   
   
   
   





 
 
 
 
 
 





S openGatesOms
rG
rG
OpenGate
imports from Controller type Raise
operations
openGates(rG1:Controller`Raise)
pre true
post gatesClosed = false
Conversation miat(rG ;Oms)
Constraints rG always leads to (gatesClosed ; false) by u8
Guard true
Table 15: Sub-table 9 - The OpenGate RTT
This RTT is triggered by the raiseGate message from Controller and starts the motor to open the gates,
then sets the gatesClosed boolean to false to record that the gates are no longer fully closed. There
is a deadline on the completion of these actions which is recorded as a deadline on the gatesClosed
variable. In practice it may be that the system would need to record that the gates were fully open, and
this additional functionality could be implemented in two ways. First, the OpenGate RTT could wait
until the gates were fully opened before changing the value of the gatesClosed boolean. An alternative
model would include a separate RTT, in Controller, to record that the gates had opened (because this
functionality would be better implemented as part of the Controller component of the system), and the
OpenGate RTT would be amended to pass a message to Controller that the gates had opened fully
within a speci¯ed deadline. It could be argued that the model shown in this paper should in any case
be amended, because the value of the boolean gatesClosed should only be amended by the Controller.
The OpenGate RTT should therefore send a message to Controller when the gates start to open so that
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it could set gatesClosed to false.
C.6 Decomposition of the Timing Constraints in the Level Crossing System
The only timing constraints that are recorded in this simpli¯ed version of the Level Crossing system are
deadlines on the completion of the RTTs. The deadlines in the abstract versions in Section C.2 would
need to be decomposed in the re¯ned RTTs shown in Section C.5 as follows:
u3 + u4 + u5 ≤ u1 (28)
u6 + u7+8 ≤ u2 (29)
If a deadline was included in the setGatesClosed RTT as suggested in Section C.5.3 then this would
need to be added into the left hand side of equation 28. In addition any deadlines for the additional
RTTs discussed in Section C.5.7 would need to be included in the left hand side of equation 29, and
the deadline u2 would be amended to be a deadline on the opening of the gates (although this would be
recorded as a window constraint because the gates may not fully open before another train enters the
crossing, in which case they would start to open again).
In this simpli¯ed version of the Level Crossing the RTTs each only contain a single node to model their
functionality. In a more detailed model each RTT could contain several nodes and this may lead to more
timing constraints being identi¯ed. We would need to ensure that these additional constraints do not
prevent the system meeting the higher level constraints in Section C.2.
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D A Cashpoint Case Study
A relatively detailed, low level, state machine representation of a Cashpoint Transaction is shown in
Figure 9, although the model has been simpli¯ed in a number of ways, for example we only consider the
cash withdrawal option and other options such as display balance are ignored, and we ignore the fact
that the customer can cancel the transaction at any stage and the card will be returned. A model of the
entire transaction would be very large, so in this Appendix we look in detail at part of the transaction,
the CheckPIN sub-RTI.
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CashOption
Present
Options
FundsMessage
Insufficient
CountCash
RequestPIN
ReadCard
CheckCardReturnCard
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Allowed AndCancel
RetainCard
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Figure 9: A Cashpoint Withdrawal
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D.1 The Check PIN sub-RTI
In this section we will look in detail at the part of the Cashpoint Transaction where the customer is
asked to insert their PIN, and the number entered is checked for validity. This validity check involves
the central computer.
This model is interesting, because we are not modeling the complete transaction, with the following
results:
• the trigger for the RTI is a message from the Central Computer that the card is valid.
When this message is received the checkPIN RTT is executed. The RTI concludes
either with a further message from the Central Computer that the PIN is valid, or by
retaining the card because the PIN the customer entered is invalid; and
• the Wait for PIN state has been treated di®erently from other states in the model.
There would be a mechanism, internal to the ATM, to accept a PIN from the customer.
A PIN generally consists of four digits and this mechanism would collect the four digits
entered by the customer in some internal state variable(s) and then the ATM would be
triggered in some way to send a message to the Central Computer to check the validity
of the PIN entered. For the purposes of this model we have treated the completion of
the input of the PIN in the same way as an external trigger to the ATM.
RequestPIN
CardOK
Valid
InvalidPIN
ReEnterPIN
RetainCard
AndCancel
Chance
AnotherCheckPIN
PIN
Wait for
EnterPIN
Present
Options
/PINInvalid
/CardRetained
/PINEntered
Figure 10: State Machine Representation of the CheckPIN RTI
Figure 10 shows a state machine representation of the Check-PIN RTI and the RTI description is shown in
Table 16 (although only part of the network graph is shown, because we are not modeling the complete
system). In this model we are only looking at the actions of one of the participants, the ATM, and
the actions of the Central Computer and Customer are not shown (and the IDAs are also ignored for
simplicity). The sub-RTI is e®ectively therefore split into two parts which are separately triggered
by participants that have not been modeled. In addition there are no CCs containing the Valid and
CardRetained messages (other than for ordering of the RTTs), because these lead to actions that are
outside of the model. For the purposes of this model the PINEntered message, ent, is treated as coming
from a customer participant, although it would really come from a part of the system that we have not
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modeled here.
It is also interesting to note that the CheckPIN state in Figure 10 cannot be represented by a single
RTT. This is because checking the PIN involves an interaction with the Central Computer participant.
A message must be sent to the central computer to ask if the PIN is valid and a reply must be awaited.
This type of interaction cannot be represented by a RTT, because a RTT must be able to complete its
functionality once it has been triggered, and it cannot, therefore, be required to wait for a message from
another participant. This message may not be forthcoming for some reason, for example, a break in the
communications link to the central computer. If this happened the RTT could be held up inde¯nitely.
The action recorded by the single state is therefore described by three RTTs, one, called reqCheck, that
sends the message to the central computer requesting it to check the validity of the PIN and the other
two, validPIN and invalidPIN, are triggered depending on the reply received. This also involves the
introduction of three additional messages, check, which is the request to the central computer to check
the PIN and valid and invalid for the replies.
CheckPIN
Participants {Customer, ATM, Central Computer}
Messages Name/Type Originator Recipient
OK:ATM’CardOK CC ATM
ent:Customer’PINEntered Customer ATM
check:ATM’PINToCheck ATM CC
valid:CC’Valid CC ATM
invalid:CC’Invalid CC ATM
cardRet:ATM’CardRetained ATM CC
Network Graph
CC ATM
OK/valid/invalid
Customer
ent
check/ret
RTTs Name Description
requestPIN In ATM - see sub-table 1
reqCheck In ATM - see sub-table 2
validPIN In ATM - see sub-table 3
invalidPIN In ATM - see sub-table 4
Conversation Constraints ent is preceded by OK∧
valid is preceded by check∧
invalid is preceded by check
Table 16: The CheckPIN sub-RTI
Details of the Real-time Transactions in the model are shown in Sections D.1.1 to D.1.4. It has been
assumed that the data types of all of the messages in the system are declared in modules in the names of
the participants. For example the CardOK message is declared in an ATM module and is then imported
into the other RTTs from ATM.
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D.1.1 The RequestPIN RTT
This RTT is triggered by the CardOK message when it is received from the Central Computer, after
the customer has entered a valid card. It contains a single dynamic node which displays the EnterPIN
message to prompt the customer to enter a PIN number. When this RTT has completed the ATM then
waits for the customer to enter a PIN number. This operation would be carried out by a module of
the ATM that is not modeled in this paper. RequestPIN results in a message being displayed to the
customer requesting a PIN, and this action is modeled by setting a boolean, messDisplayed, to true. A
tabular description of the RTT is shown in Table 17.
RequestPIN requestPIN
Inputs OK:ATM'CardOK CardOK message from SRPms p1
CC and sporadic trigger
Outputs
Variables wo messDisplayed:B Boolean to record when ida1
EnterPIN message
displayed
Functionality
  
  
  
  




 
 


S  RPms
RequestPIN
OK
askForPIN
OK
operations
askForPIN(OK:ATM'CardOK)
pre true
post messDisplayed = true
Conversation miat(OK ;RPms)
Constraints OK always leads to (messDisplayed ; true)
Guard true
Table 17: Sub-table 1 - The RequestPIN RTT
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D.1.2 The RequestCheck RTT
The RequestCheck RTT is triggered when the customer has entered a PIN number, which then needs
to be checked to ensure that it is valid. This RTT performs part of the functionality of the CheckPIN
state in Figure 10, by sending a message to the central computer requesting it to check the validity of
the PIN the customer has entered. The tabular description of the RTT is shown in Table 18 (For the
sake of brevity the Central Computer module is referred to as CC in the description).
RequestCheck reqCheck
Inputs ent:ATM'PINEntered PINEntered message SRCms p2
from ATM and
sporadic trigger
Outputs check:ATM'PINToCheck Request to CC to p3
check PIN
Variables
Functionality
   
   
   
   
   





    
  


S  ms
checkPIN
RC
RequestCheck
ent
checkcheckent
functions
composePINToCheckMessage: → PINToCheck
composePINToCheckMessage() == ....;
operations
checkPIN(ent:ATM'PINEntered)check:ATM'PINToCheck
pre true
post check = composePINToCheckMessage
Conversation miat(ent ;RCms)
Constraints ent always leads to check
Guard true
Table 18: Sub-table 2 - The RequestCheck RTT
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D.1.3 The ValidPIN RTT
If the customer has entered a valid PIN the available options such as Withdraw Cash and Display Balance
are displayed, so the customer can choose the required option. This action is modeled by setting the
optDis internal state variable to true.
ValidPIN validPIN
Inputs valid:CC'Valid PIN valid message from SVPms p4
Central Computer and
sporadic trigger
Outputs
Variables wo optDis:B Boolean to record ida2
available options displayed
Functionality
  
  
  
  
  





 
 


S  
showOptions
ValidPIN
valid
validVPms
imports from CC type Valid
operations
showOptions(valid:CC'Valid)
ext wo optDis
pre true
post optDis = true;
Conversation miat(valid ;VPms)
Constraints valid always leads to (optDis; true)
Guard true
Table 19: Sub-table 3 - The ValidPIN RTT
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D.1.4 The InvalidPIN RTT
If the customer enters an invalid PIN an invalidPIN message is received from the Central Computer.
This RTT ¯rst checks if the customer has made four attempts to enter a correct PIN. If this is the case
the card is retained (modeled by setting the another boolean to false, a message is displayed informing
the customer of this action (this action is modeled by setting the cardRet boolean to true) and a message
is sent to the Central Computer so that the action can be logged. If less than four attempts have been
made to enter a valid PIN, a further attempt is allowed. A message is displayed to inform the customer
that the PIN entered is not valid and asking for a valid PIN to be entered. This action is modeled by
setting the another boolean to true.
InvalidPIN invalidPIN
Inputs invalid:CC'Invalid Invalid PIN message SIPms p5
from Central Computer
and sporadic trigger
Outputs ret:ATM'CardRetained Card retained message p6
to CC
Variables wo optDis:B Boolean to record ida2
options displayed
wr noOfTries:nat Nat. to record number ida3
of PIN attempts
wo another:Bool Boolean to record ida4
customer given
another chance
wo cardRet:Bool Boolean to record ida5
retention of card
Functionality
 
 


   
   
   
   




   
   
   
   




  
  


anotherChance
another
another
retainCard
InvalidPIN
invalid
S  IPms
invalid
ret
ret
Table 20: Sub-table 4 - The InvalidPIN RTT
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InvalidPIN - contd
Functionality - contd imports from CC type Invalid
functions
displayEnterPINMessage: → bool
displayEnterPINMessage() == ....;
composeRetainCardMessage: → ATM'CardRetained
composeRetainCardMessage() == ....;
operations
anotherChance(CC'Invalid)
pre true
post if noOfTries ≤ 3 then another = true ∧
optDis = displayEnterPINMessage ∧
noOfTries = noOfTries + 1
else another = false;
retainCard()ret:ATM'CardRetained
pre true
post ret = composeRetainCardMessage ∧
cardRet = true;
Conversation miat(invalid ; IPms)
Constraints invalid leads to (noOfTries;∼ noOfTries + 1)∧
(invalid leads to (another ; true) ∨
invalid leads to (another ; false); (cardRet ; true))
Guard noOfTries < 4
Table 21: The InvalidPIN RTT - contd
D.2 Conclusions
Some interesting points arise from this model of a Cashpoint transaction:
• The triggers to the RTTs are modeled as messages between the participants. It could
be argued that the triggers should be dataless, because they merely stimulate the
execution of some functionality. In an implementation, however, the triggers would
almost certainly contain messages in some cases. For instance we have modeled the
scenarios of a customer entering valid and invalid PINs using separate RTTs, however
in an implementation these could be combined into a single piece of functionality. The
message from the Central Computer could then be a boolean, the value of which could
indicate whether the PIN entered was correct, in which case separate branches of the
algorithm could deal with each case.
• Many of the actions in the model, such as displaying messages to the customer par-
ticipant are modeled by changing the values of internal boolean variables within the
ATM. At a lower level of abstraction, where the functionality of separate sub-systems
within the ATM are being modeled, these actions could be speci¯ed by messages be-
tween the participants and RTTs to model the functionality executed as a result of
those messages.
• It is not possible to derive the entire behaviour of the system from the RTI description
alone. For example in the case of the invalidPIN RTT there is a choice of actions
(and resulting messages between participants) within the RTT depending on what
has happened before. The RTI description indicates the ordering of messages when
they occur, and the RTTs specify when each of the messages can occur. The RTI
description must, therefore, be used in conjunction with the tabular descriptions of
the RTTs to reason about the behaviour of the system.
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No deadlines are shown for actions in this model, although in a real system deadlines would almost
certainly be included, to ensure that a customer carried out a transaction in a reasonable length of time.
If a customer attempted to block the ATM by simply entering a card and leaving it there the transaction
could be canceled and the card returned.
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